A. Appendix

A.1. Experiment Settings

A.1.1 Computing Infrastructure

The simulation experiments are conducted on a computing server with one GPU. The server is equipped with AMD EPYC 7502 32-Core Processor and 1024G memory. The GPU is NVIDIA RTX A4000.

A.1.2 Datasets and Models

AI Benchmark. AI Benchmark [10] is a public dataset that is designed for evaluating the performance of important AI tasks on mobile devices. AI Benchmark provides diverse models’ training and inference speed across various devices, including chipsets from Qualcomm, HiSilicon, Samsung, MediaTek, and Unisoc. Figure 8a illustrates the distribution of the computation efficiency across clients in the AI Benchmark. The slowest device would take around 13.3× computational times than the fastest device for the same task. To approach the dynamic availability of devices, such as low-power mode or multi-process running, we design a coefficient $w$ as follows:

$$ x \sim \mathcal{N}(1, 0.3) $$

$$ w = \begin{cases} 
1 & x \leq 1 \\
 x & 1 \leq x \leq 1.3 \\
 1.3 & x \geq 1.3 
\end{cases} \quad (2) $$

In this work, we assign the values from AI Benchmark as base computation time to the clients to emulate real devices, analogous to the usage in FedScale [14]. We also generate the coefficient $w$ every round for each client to simulate the natural disturbance to availability. The local computation time in each round equals the product of $w$ and the base computation time for each client.

MobiPerf. MobiPerf is a public dataset for measuring network performance on mobile devices, which collects the available cloud-to-edge network throughput of over 100k worldwide mobile clients. Figure 8b illustrates the distribution of communication consumption of MobiPerf. Note that the best communication channel can be 200× better than the worst one. We randomly assign a value from MobiPerf to a simulated device every communication round to emulate intermittent connectivity in a real deployment.

CIFAR-10. The CIFAR-10 dataset [13] consists of 60,000 32x32 colour images in 10 classes. There are 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images. We normalize the images by the mean and standard deviation of the dataset. We evaluate the dataset with ResNet-20 [7] model. To emulate the realistic non-iid distribution, we partition the dataset using a Dirichlet distribution, following the previous works [22].

A.1.3 Hyperparameter Settings

We searched for the client learning rate in a range from $10^{-6}$ to $10^{0}$, server learning rate in a range from $10^{-4}$ to $10^{0}$, input batch size in a range from 8 to 256, and total training round in a range from 1000 to 10000. The aggregation goal and aggregation participation target is searched from 30% to 50% of training concurrency per round for FedBuff and TimelyFL, respectively.

After hyper-parameter searching, we fixed the following hyperparameters: for CIFAR-10 related experiments, the total training round is 2000, and training concurrency is 128 for all setups. The aggregation goal and aggregation participation target is 50% of the training concurrency for both FedBuff and TimelyFL. For CIFAR-10 with FedAvg related experiments, the batch size is 8, and the client learning rate is 0.8. For CIFAR-10 with FedOpt related ex-
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For Google command related experiments with VGG11 model, the total training round is 1000, and training concurrency is 20 for all setups. The aggregation goal and aggregation participation target is 50% of the training concurrency for both FedBuff and TimelyFL. The batch size is 32, and the client learning rate is 0.01. Under the FedOpt, the server learning rate is 0.001 with ADAM as server optimizer.

For Google command related experiments with the lightweight model, the total training round is 5000, and training concurrency is 106 for all setups. The aggregation goal and aggregation participation target is 50% of the training concurrency for both FedBuff and TimelyFL. The batch size is 16, and the client learning rate is 0.1 under the FedAvg. Under the FedOpt, the client learning rate is 0.05 for synchronous FL and TimelyFL, and the client learning rate is 0.2 for FedBuff. The server learning rate is 0.001 with ADAM as server optimizer for all setups.

Finally, for Reddit related experiments, the total training round is 500, and training concurrency is 20 for all setups. The aggregation goal and aggregation participation target is 50% of the training concurrency for both FedBuff and TimelyFL. The batch size is 20, and the client learning rate is 0.0005 for SyncFL and TimelyFL, and 0.0003 for FedBuff. Under the FedOpt, the server learning rate is 0.001 with ADAM as server optimizer.

A.2. System Performance
A.2.1 Partial Training Performance

Due to different parameters and tensor shapes among different layers, the training time (computational time of the forward and backward propagation) is not strictly linear to the trainable layer numbers and varies with the model structures. For simplicity and generality, we define the training time of the partial model as the linear multiplication of the training time of the full model and the training ratio. This linear relationship is verified through our real measurement on a Samsung Galaxy S20 with ResNet-20 model using MNN [11] library. As shown in Figure 9, most of the test results are below the linear straight line (except the ratio is below 0.2), justifying the rationality of our choice.